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The Redline Report is published four times a year by the Central New York Region, Porsche Club of America. Permission is granted to reproduce
original materials published herein provided full credit is given the author and The Redline Report. No material may be reproduced unless The
Redline Report was given the right to publish another publication’s material. They reserve all rights to that material. Furthermore, the editor reserves
the right to edit all materials and does so...   if and when he feels like it. All material herein reflects solely the opinion of the authors and NOT the PCA,
the CNY Region or its officers or anyone of taste.  The CNY Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised herein. ©2016 Central
New York Region, Porsche Club of America, all rights reserved. The Redline Report is distributed to 554 Central  New  York  Porschephiles or at least
to those few who bother to check our website (i.e., cnypca.org).  If only a sponsor-angel would fund a hard copy edition...
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Der Editor Spricht by Skip Testut

morning. We quickly set up tent then decided that as there were no
races ongoing at that moment, we’d head over to Orlando, 40 miles
away, and check out the action, specifically Porsche of Orlando.
We got a tour of the operation and saw lots of new Porsches of all
descriptions PLUS some really neat, used cars of various makes
(Lotus, Aston Martin, Viper…), cars that often don’t appear on the
car lots of central NY.

People ask me what I do in winter when there’s no baseball. I’ll
tell you what I do. I stare out the window and wait for spring.
Rogers Hornsby

R

ogers Hornsby might have been a gifted batter, but
apparently he didn’t understand that there is much to do in
winter even if that means avoiding it altogether. Some of us
work on our automobiles in preparation for the upcoming driving
season, others head to warmer climes and I simply get out of town,
period. This winter that included trips to Florida (attending the
annual Rolex 24 Hours at Daytona) and to Oklahoma to attend my
youngest grandson’s first birthday party.

The leisurely pace continued Friday morning as we decided to
walk Daytona Beach and see parts of Daytona we’d missed on
our previous visits. It was all quite lovely, actually. I won’t bore
you with a lot of details, but during the remainder of our Daytona
stay we took most of our meals at The Wing House, a Hooters-like
restaurant with decent food and drinks. We also hit the local Waffle
House and Cracker Barrel for breakfasts, Hooters for a couple
beers, an outstanding BBQ brisket at the 4 Rivers Smokehouse in
Winter Springs, and a few other chain restaurants whose names I’ve
forgotten or want to. Track food was on a par with bad carnivals
or the infamous “Four Seasons” at Watkins Glen, so we avoided
it altogether relying on our own water, Slim Jims, salt & vinegar
potato chips…  to tide us over between restaurant and bar stops.
Thanks to Tom Ballog, Mike’s son, I did enjoy a Patron margarita
as I sat in the grandstands awaiting the start of the 24 Hours race.
This worked out nicely as I refuse to pay $8 for a Bud Light, the
normal price inside the track. In fact, I refuse to buy Bud Light,
period, but that’s a different story and all nasty comments from
you Bud Light drinkers can be directed to me for inclusion in the
next issue.

The Daytona trip was a lot of fun. I awoke the last Wednesday
morning of January at 4AM to a cold, clear night and hit the road
for Binghamton, where my friend and fellow CNYer, Mike Ballog,
lives. For Mike and me the Rolex 24 Hours at Daytona has become
a pilgrimage and this year was no different. Mike said we’d leave
as soon as I arrived on that cold, January morning and he was
hoping that that would be around 6AM. I pulled in his driveway at
5:40AM and unloaded my meager packings (bedroll, camp chair,
crew bag, large box of Slim Jims, a flat of water and a bag of
Gay Lynn’s homemade chocolate chip cookies) and immediately
reloaded them into Mike’s car, a 2010 VW Jetta TDI station wagon
(AKA “The Polar Bear Killer”). Everyone was awake and talkative,
so while we didn’t hit the road at 6AM we were well on our way by
6:30, which wasn’t bad, at least by our standards.

All in all, this year’s Daytona experience was good with no
complaints either about the weather or about our neighboring
campers. As for the racing, itself, it was all outstanding. In the
Continental 200 on the day before the main feature, Mustangs
beat the Porsches, a surprise to everyone, but all cars were fast,
well-driven and fun to watch. It was the exciting kind of race that
NASCAR tries to manufacture, but without the insufferable yellow
flags.

The trip south was a breeze. Roads were dry, traffic was light
and even Pennsylvania cooperated by not having sections of I-81
under construction, its perpetual state of existence. I don’t think
that Pennsylvania ever completes a road, at least a major highway,
much preferring to continue the construction indefinitely leaving
motorists to figure out how best to circumnavigate the carnage
Pennsylvania calls “road repair.” It’s probably a union requirement.
Anyway, we drank water, ate Slim Jims and chocolate chip cookies
and discussed what we’d be seeing and doing once we hit Florida.

The swag was pretty good this year, too. I don’t get into the
freebies as much as many do, but I did score a Continental Tire
hat and a Corvette t-shirt (XX-Large, too large for me but it made
a nice pajama top). To me Ford had the best vendor site with the
new Ford GT on display and a lovely place to sit down and enjoy
free drinks and snacks. Plus Ford was handing out free cellphone
battery packs to keep one’s cellphone or iPad working when
the battery runs dry. I think my fellow campers more preferred
the Lamborghini site, but more for the cars than for the other
attractions that makeup vending at a racetrack. This is not to take
away from the PCA hospitality tent. This year it was hosted by
the Florida Porsche Club regions, but open to the general public,
a nice touch. They gave away drinks, snacks, and brochures and
invited everyone, even those without PCA connections, to look
over the wondrous Porsches parked in the lot surrounding the
tent (only PCA members’ Porsches were permitted to park in that
particular lot, but that seemed fair and I heard no complaints from
non-members).

In a repeat of our 2014 Daytona trip (sic) our crew consisted of
Mike, Lucas (a 20-something Beavis and Butthead wannabe), and
yours truly. Most of the trip down was spent ragging on Lucas, who
good naturedly put up with our torments, while simultaneously
feeding into them by admitting doing the dumb things adolescent
males do (present company included, but don’t tell Lucas) and
seemingly possessing no goals or discoverable work ethic. Don’t
get me wrong. Lucas is a fun person to have along on a trip, easy
going and with a dry sense of humor, but being from Harpursville
he just opened himself up for verbal abuse. I have no idea how
small or isolated Harpursville is, never having been there, myself,
but Lucas confessed that recently his father had borrowed Lucas’
Mustang and promptly hit a cow on Main Street. I’m guessing
Harpursville is a very small town.
We made north Florida that very same day and stopped at a Holiday
Inn Express for the evening. We didn’t feel any smarter the next
morning in spite of our selecting a Holiday Inn Express, but we
were at the campsite and racetrack early the next day, Thursday
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Rogers Hornsby, I had a great winter and am looking forward to an
even better spring.
RL

eyeglass stores in Daytona eventually ending up at a Sunglass Hut
at a local mall. We, literally, opened the store that morning, looking
at sunglasses while the young lady and sole employee was turning
on lights, cranking up the techno pop and retracting the portcullis
(or whatever you call that security barrier mall shops use).
The Sunglass Hut had a good selection of Ray Ban sunglasses
reminding me that ever since I was a young man I’d had this thing
for Ray Ban Aviators, Ray Ban’s first sunglasses. They go in and
out of popularity, but almost 80 years later they’re still popular and
50 years later I still wanted a set. I’ve never, ever owned a pair,
getting close some times, but always deciding against paying so
much just for sunglasses. When I’m on vacation, however, financial
concerns melt away. I knew I had to buy my first pair regardless of
the cost. Gay Lynn would just have to be on bread and water for a
month, but it’d be a sacrifice I was willing to let her make.

Letters to the Editor
Errata in Membership Report
Unless there is another “Arthur Peck” member of CNY I think you
made a mistake because I have not been a member for 30 years.  
Just sayn!!

I selected the exact pair I wanted, took one look in the mirror and
decided that they were perfect. Lucas, agreed, but then he lives in
a village where people run into cows on Main Street. When I got
to the counter the young lady informed me that there was a $20off sale for the purchase of two sets of sunglasses. I replied that
I had no use for two pairs of sunglasses and, being from Upstate
NY, it was debatable as to whether I even needed one. She told me
that if one of my friends bought a pair we could combine the two
pairs and each get $10 off. Great deal! Mike found the sunglasses
he wanted, she figured out what each of us owed and we were
in business, except…    when I handed the clerk my credit card,
she entered Mike’s total onto my card and pressed <Enter> before
I could point out her error. She apologized and tried to send an
“ignore previous sale” notification but the Sunglass Hut computers
decided to take that particular moment in time to crash. The clerk
apologized, again, and called corporate headquarters to explain her
predicament. This led to a Catch-22 comedy of errors as corporate
headquarters routed her from one company bureaucrat to the next,
each requiring a different phone number and each telling her it
wasn’t their job and passing her off to yet another department (Note
to self: Do not buy Sunglass Hut stock). Attempts to notify my
credit card company triggered a “fraud alert” shutting off access to
my card both to the store and to me. By now 30 minutes or more
had passed, but the clerk kept her cool even as a sizable number
of customers lined up to purchase sunglasses or ask for assistance.
She called the store manager on her private line, describing the
sales situation from hell, repeatedly telling the manager that I had
now been there 40 minutes and was in sales purgatory 1200 miles
from home. She also told the manager that I was very polite and
very understanding and deserved an added bonus for my saint-like
calmness in the face of credit card death.

Art Peck
Jill Vasina, CNY most capable membership chair,
promises to do better in the future, but I’ll have
her publicly flogged for her shortcomings, anyway! My
apologies to all CNYers whose membership dates were
incorrectly published in the Winter 2016 issue.

Mike takes exception...
Dear mister Editor (and as you can see I capitalized “Editor” out of
respect to the office not the person),
You and Mr. Pond have adopted a flawed concept [See “Porsche
People” in Winter 2016 “Redline Report” Ed.].  It is the
cars and not the people!  Proof is in the suggestion you offered.  
I am beginning to think Groucho Marx was right.
Cheers,
Mike Darminio
Okay, CNYers, it’s time to prove Mike wrong. Is it
the car or is it the people that make the PCA? Send
us your comments. Ed.

It turned out to be a very good day, though, as I ended up getting an
additional $75 discount for being Mr. Nice Guy plus the original
$20 sales discount I was first offered. At this point the price was
low enough I could pay cash and ignore my now worthless credit
card and end the clerk’s and my agony. As a side note, the credit
card company bombarded my home phone with “Please Call Us”
messages for several days. Being out of town, lacking a cellphone
and not bother having my iPad with me, I was unaware of this. Gay
Lynn, however, was not so fortunate.
So, that’s my winter story this year. The trip back was as uneventful
as the trip down, my new sunglasses are the bomb and, unlike
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Here is What I am Thinking by Chris White, President-CNY PCA

W

ell, it looks like winter has made an early exit. Last day of local skiing was last weekend, it was 60+ and sunny on Saturday and
I actually got a little sunburn!

The problem with realizing that winter is coming to an end is also realizing that I didn’t get all the car stuff done over the winter like I had
envisioned last fall! In my odd outlook on life in the Central New York area I always look at winter as the great chance to take something
apart and improve it without any lost driving days. I don’t know how those people in southern California can survive the mental stress
of taking a car off the road while the tracks are still open. The mental stress must drive them insane… perhaps putting up with the traffic
has hardened them enough to survive?
So the end of each track season (that’s fall to you sane people) always starts a list of what needs to get done over the winter. But its not
just track car stuff…  old car projects, interior house project and all the other stuff that was put off in the name of playing with cars all
summer. As the days get shorter I seem to envision the long winter as many, many months of time to jump into all these projects. Then in
spring I wonder how did I squander away all the free time? I guess I forget that I like to ski a lot, I fly to Idaho every week for a consulting
project and we are completely renovating the house. Geez, I still should have been able to build all that cool stuff in the garage… not!
I did make some progress this winter. Project Blasphemy has gotten some traction and progress has been made! This is the project that I
came up with for some bizarre unknown need to do something that has not been done before. I have to admit that I am a closet Mustang
fan. Before I got into Porsches I used to race an old GT350 (since 1982!). I still have it in the corner of the barn. I also have a 1965
Mustang convertible that I built to be able to keep in touch with the racecar so I would not have total culture shock every time I got the
race car on the track. The old top loader 4-speed required a certain skill and effort to shift!
So a couple of years ago my ever patient wife suggested that we restore the convertible as a ‘fun’ car. I believe that triggered an odd sort
of dementia… instead of restoring the Mustang I have started a project to bring to life a ‘Frankenstein” car project (cue evil music).
So far all the bad metal has been exorcised, completely new floor, front frame, quarter panels, doors, trunk and more. The ‘Blasphemy’
part of the project is that I am installing a Porsche suspension & brakes (MacPheason struts front / trailing arm rear), a 5-speed transaxle
from a 944 Turbo S and, as a nod to the proper muscle car era, a V8 up front…  OK, maybe a slightly sarcastic nod because it’s a 32v, 5.0
liter, aluminum V8 from a 928! At this point a theme has been established, so the interior from a 944 has started to be fitted. The dash is
a pretty nice fit with minimal mods, the front seats are straight out of an ‘80s Porsche and the rear seats will be upholstered to match.
Here is what the first fitting of the dash looks like:
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Yep, this has the making of an epic project that will totally confuse most people!
I guess all that just underlines what the Central New York winter can do to your thought process. Luckily that looks to be coming to
an end so we all can get back to our right minds and start thinking about playing with our Porsches. We have a couple of club events
coming up pretty fast – Mitch’s Tech Session – definitely worth going to. It’s not just techy stuff, it’s a social event as well. Add it to
your ‘to do’ list. We also have one of the club’s big events coming up in April – the Charity Auction and Dinner. This has always been
one of my favorite events, good food, good people raising money for good charities! There is a lot more details in the announcement
later in this newsletter – all I can add is that if you have been there before you know the fun, if not you should plan on attending (and
bring something to donate!).
Please check out the calendar on the club’s website http://cnypca.org/calendar/  – it will be updated with more details as we go along.
For the tech savy folks it’s a google calendar that you can get live on the smart phone.
So I hope to see some old friends and some new faces soon…   it’s time to play with cars again!!!

CNY Willkommen Wagen By Jill Vasina, Membership Chair
We currently have 319 Primary Members and 239 Affiliate Members for a total of 554 members in the CNY family.
New Members
January 2016		
Aldin Karicic   
Syracuse, New York
1972 914

February 2016		
None

March 2016

           
		

Shawn Wagoner
Johnson City, NY
1986 944 Turbo

John Perry
Gouverneur, New York
1980 911 SC
Bill Shampine
Syracuse, New York
911 Carrera 4S
Membership Anniversaries: January – March
5 Years 		
Andrew Adams
Larry Cornwell
Keith Fray

10 Years		
David Long
Jeff Dafoe

35 Years		
Paul Karaz

50 Years!!!
Mabel Jennings		
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From the Track By Steve Vasina, CNY Club Racing Chair
2016 is a big year for PCA because it marks the 25th Anniversary of PCA Club Racing. We currently have 7 active central New York
club racers who will be participating in races this year, driving everything from momentum cars, like the 944, to monster 991 cup cars.
CNY proportionally has a large number of club racers for the size of our region, and I would guess it is because of our wonderful CNY
DE instructors who have helped foster our passion over many years.
If you will be attending any of the races this year you will see two new classes: a class for “Spec” Caymans and a second class of Porsche
factory-built Cayman Club sports. The Cayman Clubsport series will be at the Zone 1 Porsche Clash at Watkins Glen June 3-5 and they
will have their own separate race apart from the normal race groups. As a racer, one of the best things about being at the track, besides
driving, is getting to hang out with other CNY members. We encourage you if you haven’t been to a club race to bring a chair, and some
snacks, and come enjoy the wonderful sights and sounds of Porsches.
This year’s season started off at The 48 Hours of Sebring in February, where Gene Raymondi piloted his E-class Boxster.  Additionally,
Brian Watson, Gene Raymondi, Mike DeLuca and I have entered the world of endurance racing. So far we have participated in three
races, one at Lime Rock, and two at Mid-Ohio in Brian’s 944 spec 1 race car in the American Endurance Racing (AER) series. We will
be racing the season opener at Watkins Glen on April 23rd and 24th. This will be the first race on the newly paved circuit. Each day there
is a 9-hour race and we will be competing against all types of marques from Acuras to Volvos. If you enjoy the thrill, anxiety, and drama
of endurance racing, please feel free to stop by the track on those days and check out AER. We would love to see you...
         RL
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Porsche and Beyond: Living the Bourgeois Life

new leadership, it would be impossible to imagine that I was in
a Communist country where the proletariat are put to work by the
Party and where workers serve the state like zombies. You can tell
that I have been brainwashed by our government’s propaganda to
demonize our rivals for world domination. Unlike Mao’s China,
which I visited in 1977, people in Vietnam dress in the latest style
(there was a Louis Vuitton store next to my hotel), eat at fancy
restaurants, drive fancy cars, and spend hours lounging around
in coffee shops sipping nuclear-level Viet coffee. To see what
the locals were drinking, I ordered a Legend No. 8 at the famous
Tung Nguyen coffee shop.  The express-sized shot gave me a buzz
similar to a shot of single malt.   I guess one good way to keep
people from rebelling is to keep them in a stupor from drinking
strong coffee.

By Thak Chaloemtiarana

Saigon/Ho Chi Minh City, February 2, 2016

I

am sitting at the desk where Graham Greene penned The Quiet
American in room 214 of the Continental Saigon Hotel in Ho
Chi Minh City, Vietnam.  This classic hotel was built by the
French in 1880. For a few hours I have been waiting for some
inspiration to write my column for the Redline Report.  Inspiration
finally arrived but it probably isn’t the room as much as the three
shots of bourbon I drank that has finally engaged first gear in the
part of my brain that controls thinking.
By sheer luck, I was assigned the special Graham Greene room
because the one I was assigned was not ready when I checked
in.  I am quite surprised by the hotel’s opulence, colonial feeling,
and four-star rating befitting the resting place to cosset tired,
wealthy travelers.   Tourists from capitalist countries will feel at
home in this hotel and especially in its restaurant, appropriately
named Le Bourgeois, to remind them of their decadent class status
[Which is still significantly lower than that enjoyed by
Cornell faculty. Ed.].  It is ironic yet reassuring to find such
contradictions in Communist Vietnam.   If the red flags and the
ubiquitous pictures of Ho Chi Minh were removed, I would have
thought that Saigon/Ho Chi Minh city was Bangkok or Manila
(not Singapore, which is too antiseptic and anally orderly).   My
visit to Vietnam began in Hanoi in the north and I made my way
south through Hue, Danang, Hoi An, and ultimately Saigon.  The
weather in Hanoi was a pleasantly cool 60 degrees but it became a
tropical 90 by the time I reached Saigon.

During my eight-day trip, I was very impressed with visits to the
Citadel and the old imperial palace in Hue and visits to the tombs
of Emperor Min Mang, Tu Duc, and Khai Dinh.  Imperial Vietnam
prior to colonization must have been impressive and spectacular.
With this in mind, it is mind boggling to me to understand how
the French was able to subjugate such an advanced civilization.
I also visited the War Memorial Museum in Saigon chronicling
Vietnam’s struggle with the US and South Vietnam, which was
quite depressing.  It is hard for me to imagine the atrocities of war
and how national conflicts bring out the worst of humanity. On the
positive side, the fall of Saigon and the fear that there would be
massive reprisals in South Vietnam (which parenthetically never
happened) led to the “boat people” exodus, mainly to the US that
has added “Pho,” Vietnamese pancakes, and fresh shrimp rolls, to
the American choice of Asian cuisine.
I was also struck by the number of cars and motorcycles that
clogged the streets of Hanoi, Hue, and Saigon.  Traffic in Vietnam
moves slowly, flowing along at glacial speed.  The top speed limit
in Vietnam as I saw posted was 80 kph or about 50 mph.   The
gendarmes must be strict because there was no speeding even
when the roads were empty.  It was frustrating for me coming from
Thailand where the speed limit as posted was 100 kph but cars
speed along at 140 kph.  Unlike in the US and elsewhere (with the
exception of India) cars and motorbike honk their horns incessantly.  
It was annoying but I soon understood that with the chaotic traffic
patterns where painted lane lines meant nothing, honking is the
only way to warn others of one’s presence.   Honking is not a
rebuke nor an invitation for a pistol duel but merely a “hello” or,
perhaps, a “please don’t hit me.”

A brief word about The Quiet American seems in order for those
who are unfamiliar with the novel.   It was deemed an anti-war
novel and anti-American.  When it appeared in 1955 (in England)
and in 1956 (in the US) it was quite popular and was even made
into a movie, twice.   Graham Greene was an English journalist
who covered the Vietnamese-French war that ended with the
defeat of the French at Dien Bien Phu in 1954.  The French funded
the war with US dollars and armaments.   This was the early
Cold War period where the US believed in the Domino Theory
and did not want to ‘lose’ Vietnam to the Communists—the first
domino in Southeast Asia. If Vietnam fell, next would be Laos,
then Cambodia, then Thailand, and so on. The novel’s leading
character was a naïve CIA agent who believed that there must be
a third model for Vietnam aside from a Democratic or Communist
form of government.   That answer was, of course, a dictatorial
military regime, one that would support America’s war against
the Communist North Vietnam. Democracies are messy; military
dictatorships are easier to bribe/control.   But as we now know,
that model failed miserably.  However, I am sad to report that this
“third alternative” is still in practice in many parts of the world.  
History repeats itself as people have short memories.  I keep telling
the Thai people about this but my warnings have fallen on deaf
ears.

It was also disconcerting when cars drove on the wrong side of
the road just because there were no cars coming the other way.  
They drove on the other side because it was easier to avoid slowmoving, motorbike traffic that think that they own the road.  As
illustration, our trip by car from Hue to Danang and Hoi An, which
is just over 100 kilometers, took half the day.  Even though 30 of
those kilometers was over steep mountain roads, it took forever to
reach Hoi An from Hue. I was also frustrated when the van driver
took steep roads using third or fourth gear until the car would no
longer move forward, requiring a stop to engage first gear!  Also
when overtaking, our driver would not downshift or hit the gas,
he would just mosey along in fourth gear passing the car or truck
in front with a speed differential of perhaps plus 2 mph.  I had to
close my eyes several times when on-coming traffic was rambling
towards us, albeit also with this snail pace.

This visit to Vietnam is my first and I find that the “evil” Communist
state is, in fact, quite a pleasant place where signs of capitalist
consumerism are evident everywhere.  Aside from the red flags
and the portraits of Ho Chi Minh marking the 12th meeting of
the National Congress of the Communist Party to “elect” it’s
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One way to describe city traffic is a Tee shirt that proclaims “In Vietnam: green is go, yellow is can go, red is still can go!”  Traffic in
the city is somewhat similar to driving in Manila or in Jakarta or Surabaya where cars and motorcycles are only inches apart and change
lanes (sometimes three lanes) without warning.  Coming to an intersection is always a blast because you can’t tell who has the right of
way.  I figured out that the traffic culture in Vietnam is “thou shall not hit thy neighbor.” It is similar to playing games of automotive
chicken.  If you blink, you lose.
As some of you know, I am a snowbird of sorts.  From December to March I usually fly East to Asia to escape the Ithaca ice age.  This
year, I have thus far visited Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, Vietnam and Korea.  The major cities in those countries are truly global cities
where excessive consumerism is the norm.  This is also the case with Communist Vietnam.   One of the major signs of capitalistic
consumerism is the automobile and, to some extent, its predecessor the motorcycle.  The city streets in those countries are clogged with
cars, motorcycles and smog.  Cars range from small Suzukis to large Mercedes Benz, vans and Titanic-sized tour buses.  Motorcycles are
small displacement jobs—Hondas mostly in Thailand, Yamahas in Indonesia, and mixed brands in Vietnam.  There are few sports cars.
I am happy, however, to report to those who are ardent Porschephiles that Porsches are some how in great evidence.
I have seen Carreras, Caymans and the occasional Boxster in Bangkok and Taipei.  But the models that are in favor in Asia, including
Communist countries, are Cayennes, Panamera, and the new Macan.  These seem to be more practical vehicles for the well-heeled
crowd. While many of us complain about the prices of new Porsches, we pay only about a third or a fourth of that they go for in Asia
[See list of Porsche Prices in Thailand at end of article. Ed.].  Human nature requires recognition of superiority.  One
way to demonstrate this for the nouveau riche is the car they drive.  Older rich folks drive Cayennes and Panamera, while their offspring
drive Carreras and Caymans.  I am not saying that only Porsches are ubiquitous.  There are other exotic marques, as well.  Occasionally,
there would be Ferraris, Lambos, Aston Martins and the odd BMW sports car.  But Porsches seem to be the favorite sports car brand.  
Just recently, I saw three huge billboards along the freeway in Bangkok advertising the GT Porsche magazine claiming to be the largest
Porsche magazine in the world. There must be a potential market for the magazine to merit the expensive advertising campaign.  I know
that there is a Porsche club in Thailand where members rent racecourses to race their cars.  Apparently the DE format is too tame for
these rich folks.  My sister had a 1970 914 that she sold recently to some racecar nut for $20,000.  The engine is the anemic 1.7 four
banger but the new owner wants to put a large displacement four-cylinder in it.
It has been a pleasure not to drive for three months.  I ride taxis, the train and the subway.  I am also free of car problems.  But as February
is here and I have to prepare to return to face the last few Nor’easters, I will also have to think about servicing my many cars that have
sat neglected since fall.  Three of my Porsches will need oil changes and brake fluid flushing.  As I age, so too has my automotive
enthusiasm.  Instead of changing engine oil before winter storage, I now do it before the driving season begins.  In a couple of years I
can imagine skipping regular oil changes and doing it when it coincides with my colonoscopy, that is, about every five years.          RL
Porsche prices in Thailand:
Boxster           $173,000
Boxster S        $214,000
Cayman          $183,000
Cayman S       $265,000
Cayman R       $289,000
Carrera
$361,000
Carrera S
$414,000
Turbo
$600,000
Panamera
$527,000
Panamera T $675,000
Cayenne          $250,000
Cayenne S       $311,000
Macan             $171,500
Macan Diesel  $214,000

Hoping for inspiration, Thak checks into the Graham
Greene room, room 214, in the Continental Saigon Hotel
in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Photo courtesy of the
author (Thak, NOT Graham Greene).
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No #3 from the Burger King drive-thru for our intrepid
reporter. The Restaurant LeBourgeois in Ho Chi Minh
City, Viet Nam. Photo courtesy of Thak.

Take that, Uncle Ho! Thak wears a very bourgeoisie, CNY-PCA
fleece while visiting the Ho Chi Minh Museum in Hanoi. No
Trabants for our Thak! Photo courtesy of Thak.
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The Alternative Line

By Joe Holzer

I’d rather be shifty than shiftless, but clutch my history well

I

have just finished reading through the Winter 2016 Redline,
the first edited by Skip Testut in four years, and my heartfelt
response is “welcome back Skip.”   I am unsure exactly
when, and even whether, you dear readers will see this, since he
inexplicably removed exactly one sentence from my submission
in that issue, which probably leaves a whole bunch of you asking
“Huh?”  Don’t worry; it was simply a suggestion that I find Boolean
Logic pretty simple, thank god.  I’ll leave it to you to figure out
why.

Anyway, digressing as usual (well, I just realized that my almost
four-year hiatus has likely left a whole lot of you readers wondering
what the heck I am talking about – don’t worry – you’ll have plenty
of opportunity to figure me out, I promise) I am prompted to write
my “tech/humor article” in response to the personal memory thread
of Danielle in the Winter issue for manual transmissions.  Many of
you know I was one of the earliest to try the Tiptronic with my ’95
993 Cabrio Tip after spending two weeks killing my clutch leg in
Chicago before I had the opportunity from my subsequent client to
get the 993.  With that now seeming the Pleistocene, I’ll not rehash
it.  Instead, I’ll contrast me today with my daughter today.  I live in
rural Oswego County, where a manual ought to seem reasonable,
while she and her husband live in “Lawn Goylind” within sight
of NYC.  I LIKE my Tiptronic, which is a pure automatic in the
classic sense, with a torque converter, which makes it a terrible
competitor for autocross because it takes so long to convert the
torque to forward motion.   She, on the other hand, PREFERS
a manual gearbox.  And despite her largely parking her “Silver
Bullet,” my original ’77 911S Targa with the ’88 Motronic engine
but 915 transmission (cable vs. hydraulic actuated clutch, and
split-ring Porsche synchros vs the less balky “paper cone” type
used by most today including even Porsche) her daily driver is a
Subie Imprezza-based sports wagon with a five speed.  And she
prefers manuals because ONLY a manual allows YOU to have
complete control.
While an automatic CAN be limited for rotation, it can ONLY do
so by braking against engine torque.   On ice or snow that is at
best wishful thinking, whereas a decent driver with a manual can
control the rate of torque application, absolutely and completely
with the clutch.  Add the fabulous Subie All-Wheel-Drive system,
and she has no fear to drive in ANY conditions which won’t swamp
the car (She lives in Long Beach, where they are still recovering
from Hurricane Sandy).
So you might wonder, given my obvious belief in the advantages
of manuals (they also get far better fuel economy and drivetrain
longevity as there is no slip nor heat buildup in fluids like all
automatics) why I still extol the Tiptronic.  The simple answer is
that I don’t yet own a PDK, which is the nearest to the perfect mix
of both, but is still a conundrum to me that Porsche has not made
EVERY Porsche with a PDK with user selectability for driving as
EITHER, since it requires only a dump valve clutch pedal, with
manual gear selection by electrical mechanism, which is exactly
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how the computer selects them in the automatic mode.   I wrote
about that in Skip’s last issue four plus years ago.   Not much
changes, except we get older.
But since then a bunch of interesting facts have come to light.  
Not least impressive has been that MOST non-American Porsche
purchasers PREFER the PDK.   Like Jess and Danielle, North
Americans seem to be the general holdouts for manual gearboxes,
even as we continue like most to slide closer to a primarily urban
population.  In large measure, that has been advanced by the fact
that even Porsche offers many models with no other choice.  The
most surprising of those is the latest GT3, the car I would have
predicted would be the one to change ONLY when they “pried the
owners’ cold dead fingers from the shifters.”  But Porsche AG, ever
the epitome of “We’re Porsche and you’re not” listened closely to
the experience of Hurley Haywood on track, who demonstrated
regularly the empirical advantages for competition of the PDK, and
their warranty experience, which showed the machine’s control of
the launch and shifting made for FAR lower claims experience vs.
manuals.  I submit that most of us have seen the typical “boy racer”
behaviors which drive such deterioration and needless damage to
well-made equipment, as well as the global emissions and CAFÉ
fuel consumption standards driving engineering efforts today.  
Something has to give, and your choices will be the first.
Now to my comments on the unmentioned factor both Danielle and
Jess share – they are both women who learned to drive under the
tutelage of their Dads, both of whom understood and liked manual
gearboxes.  While I have no epidemiological data on which to base
my sexist rhetoric, which I fully acknowledge is sexist because
my daughter says so, I think it is far more critical and salient to
the issue than most will admit.  After all, what percentage of the
populace was ever taught to drive a manual correctly?  Based on
observations, I’d say DAMN FEW, male or female.  But being a
male, I can assure you the predilection to teach sons such talents
was far more prevalent than for daughters.   ONLY where there
were no sons was that likely to deviate from the norm.
Can ANY individual story or anecdote explain a society?  No.  Can
a broad spectrum of them give indication of trend?  Sure.  So why
might we in North America prefer Porsches with manuals while
even where the immediate prior experience suggested manuals
would be preferred, for example Europe, and why are they rapidly
leaning the other way?   The answer is PDK-like technologies.  
People who drive city cars with micro-engines, or diesels, plus
manual gearboxes don’t drive them because they WANT the
inconvenience of the clutch, but because they pay up to six times
what we pay for gas, and they want to minimize that cost.  With
what Jeremy Clarkson, late of “BBC Top Gear” fame, calls
“flappy-paddle gearboxes” most carmakers have been duplicating
the efficiencies of manuals, but with the ease of operation of
automatics.  And as the CEO of “Black and Decker” once observed,
nobody really wants a ¼” drill, they want a ¼” hole, so satisfying
THAT need is where the opportunities exist.
And BTW – gearheads like me, and most of you dear readers,
probably are NOWHERE NEAR the median marketplace of which
that CEO spoke.   For all the ways in which my daughter daily
amazes me with HER talents, my SOLE “disappointment” with
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her has been the fact that she sees tools like that CEO, while I know every tool in my toolkit on a first-name basis, and purchase tools
just to have THAT tool itself, often without really knowing how I will apply that tool at the time.  And I’ll bet a LOT of you readers have
more in common with me than my daughter in that regard.  Where I suspect I’ll be wrong, though, will be with YOUR loved ones.
Where is all this heading?  I am not sure.  I can foresee that there will come a point where ENOUGH North Americans will buy enough
Porsches with PDKs that there will cease to be justification for the cost for certifying the alternative manuals.  And that will be doubly
sad considering how SIMPLE it would be to make BOTH capabilities in EVERY Porsche, since a PDK IS a manual gearbox.  It simply
has a computer running the clutch and shifter.  And, frankly, YOU have long since lost direct control of the throttle either, and you are
close to losing the brake too.  Just ask Google, who will be happy to even take the WHEEL!
And “Aaahnold” will have become the norm sooner than you think.  Don’t be surprised when you will not even be ALLOWED on a road
unless your car drives itself, at which point its transmission will be moot.  Do not go gently into that dark night.  But you had better start
thinking about those implications, because they are already here.  Just try to buy a new Porsche GT3 with a manual.  See?
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The Northern Sentinel By Bob Graham
A GENUINE REV-ELATION!

B

etty and I have been spending winters in Florida for the past several years. We’ve located suitable surroundings in Punta
Gorda, on the west coast between Fort Myers and Venice. Quite enjoyable and, of course, less (as in zero) snow to shovel. I
miss the Porsche, St. Lawrence University hockey games, and my book collection, among other things, but all in all, a good
winter trade-off.

A decade ago I learned of a great car museum in Naples, about 60 miles south of us here. At the time, though, it was open only to
researchers and car-enthusiast organizations. My friend, Dave Bates, had visited there with an area car club and told me about it.
The car collection is only part of the organization, which is properly known as the REVS (Researching the Evolution of Vehicles in
Society) Institute for Automotive Research. As the name implies it is also an extraordinary automotive research/educational facility with
an extensive archive. A few years after Dave’s visit I obtained permission to spend a day there on a research errand. While I spent most
of the day in the library/archive, I was also granted a guided tour of the car collection, which I found stunning.
Want to see the AAR Eagle-Weslake F1 car with which Dan Gurney won the 1967 Belgian Grand Prix? Stirling Moss’s 1958 Argentina
GP-winning Cooper-Climax? A Porsche RSK? An RS-60? How about a rare RS-61 with the 2.0 flat-8? Or one of the 20 Abarth
Carreras built? A 908LH? A 908-3? A 917K? 917P+A? They’re part of the Porsche gallery’s contents, and a mere fraction of the total
collection.

There’s also a 1909 Mors racing car, the 1914 Mercedes French GP winner, the magnificent Mercedes-Benz W154 that Manfred von
Brauchitsch drove to second place in the 1939 Yugoslav GP, held the very day World War II broke out. And I’ve still only scratched the
surface, which also includes the ex-Briggs Cunningham “LeMonstre,” four Hispano-Suizas, Bugattis, a Figoni et Falaschi-bodied ‘30s
Delahaye, a sublime Le Mans-winning Alfa – I could go on -- and on and on, but you get the idea.
Personal note: a few weeks ago I took my friend Bill Hayman to see the collection when he and Chrystal were visiting. He quickly
became involved, but when we reached the fabulous Delahaye his eyes threatened to depart his head!
The force behind this remarkable enterprise is Miles C. Collier, Yale-educated artist and retired developer, scion of a noted entrepreneurial
family with deep roots in American road racing. His grandfather, Barron Collier, founded an advertising and publishing empire in New
York in the early 20th century, and later turned his attention to still-largely undeveloped southwest Florida, purchasing thousands of
acres there that became pure gold on the real estate market. In the early-’30s the Collier sons, Barron Junior, Sam, and Miles (father of
current Miles C.) learned to drive their MGs and Rileys con brio on the grounds of the family estate in New York’s Westchester County;
together with fellow enthusiasts they formed the Automobile Racing Club of America – ancestor to today’s SCCA -- and raced at Le
Mans and other European courses as well as in the USA.
Following World War II Miles and Sam drove an ungainly looking Cadillac coupe to an amazing tenth overall at Le Mans and competed
in the early Watkins Glen Grand Prix races; Miles won there in 1949; tragically his brother Sam was killed when his Ferrari 166 Spyder
Corsa crashed during the 1950 running. If you know the old circuit you may recall seeing the memorial marker at the spot where he
crashed, not far before the stone bridge.
Given this family heritage it’s no surprise that in the 1970s the present Miles Collier became interested in collecting storied automobiles.
His passion took a gigantic leap in the mid-’80s when he was given the opportunity to purchase the outstanding collection assembled
by family friend Briggs Cunningham. Shortly thereafter an understated, but exquisite museum was constructed in Naples to house the
collection, since augmented by other acquisitions.
Since then the Collier passion for the automobile has expanded into educational realms, with the collection but one (though a prime)
component of the facility, its stated mission “to interpret the automobile as a technological device, as an agent for social and economic
change and as an art object for the car enthusiast, automotive historians, the academic community, as well as the general public.” In
addition to the collection and archive, a large, well-equipped shop and technical staff handle nearly all maintenance the cars require,
as well as restoration projects. Interestingly, all but two or three of the collection cars are in operable condition, and are “exercised”
periodically, as well as appearing at major concours and vintage race events in both the US and overseas.  
As mentioned, the institute’s accessibility was limited in the past. But more recently, expansion of the volunteer program has permitted
opening to visitors three days a week. Despite only limited promotion efforts, it has become a hot-ticket attraction, with docent-led tours
sometimes sold out weeks in advance. But visitors content to do self-guided tours generally need only call ahead and arrange a day and
time for their visit.
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What of my own experience with the institute? As I mentioned, my initial visit dazzled me. Shortly after that I learned of its opening
to the public, and its need for personnel support in carrying out its mission. So two years ago, looking ahead to our winter in Florida, I
applied and was accepted as a member of the REVS “Cam-follower” Volunteers, who assist the institute by conducting tours, answering
visitors’ questions in the various galleries, and helping regular staff with tasks in the library/archive and the shop. Volunteering is fun:
interacting with visitors is rewarding, sometimes challenging, and the experience leaves you feeling you’ve contributed something to a
very worthwhile enterprise.
Plus you get to “hang out” with all these fabulous cars! My personal favorite area is the Porsche Gallery, but I’m happy just being in the
place. If you’re coming to southwest Florida, by all means plan a visit: (239)643-5783. Learn more at www.revsinstitute.org
Maybe I’ll see you there! But for now, when at last our roads are snow-and-ice-free.
Drive in its Finest Form!

In the Porsche Gallery at the REVS. Photo courtesy
of Bob Graham.

The Shop at the REVS. Photo courtesy of Bob
Graham.
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The famed Behra-Porsche F2 car at the REVS.
Photo courtesy of Bob Graham.

Alfa-Romeo 8C2900B Mille Miglia winner [An
Alfa Romeo 8C2900 also won the inaugural
Watkins Glen Grand prix in 1948. Ed.].
Photo courtesy of Bob Graham.

1950 Series 61 Cadillac Coupe driven to 10th place
overall in the 1950 Le Mans by the Collier Brothers,
Miles and Sam. Photo courtesy of Bob Graham.
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Editor’s Note:  An abridged version of the following article by long time CNY member and Redline Report contributor, Dick Jeffers,
was originally published in the January 19, 2016 issue of the Area Auto Racing News. The AARN has graciously agreed to its unabridged
verion being published in the “Redline.” Many thanks to Dick and to Lenny Sammons, publisher/editor of the Area Auto Racing News,
for their willingness to share this article with us.  ED

A Championship Day At The Fair by Richard D. Jeffers

I

have a cherished memory of the occasion when I was introduced to the girl who would become my wife. The passage of time has
not dimmed my remembrance of the details of that special Sunday evening party at my aunt’s house. This happy circumstance is the
result of the human mind’s ability to recall vividly the intensely pleasurable experiences that are encountered during a lifetime. The
first open-wheel dirt track race that I attended was such an experience and is also etched deeply into my memory.

Labor Day week at the New York State Fair was a stop on the AAA (later USAC) Championship Trail from 1949 to 1962. Saturday of
this week was also the day that my family made its annual pilgrimage to the Fair. For me, this was usually a bittersweet experience as my
anticipation of the wonders to be found at the Fair was tempered by the knowledge that the following Monday was the first day of school.
During the ride home, in the late evening, the afterglow of the day’s pleasures slowly would be overcome by a sense of impending and
unavoidable doom. The intensity of this mood-swing from contentment to foreboding and hopelessness was exceeded only by that
suffered, during the Viet Nam War years, when I received a fat envelope from Local Board No. 59.
September 11, 1954 marked a significant change in my family’s usual routine for Fair day. Instead of visiting the agricultural exhibits,
dad and I would attend the “big car” races. At daybreak my parents, my younger brother and I squeezed into the ’54 Dodge, which was
packed with a picnic supper, extra clothes and other required paraphernalia, and began the short trip from North Syracuse to Geddes.
The early departure was necessary to avoid a lengthy wait in traffic as, in those days, the only access to the fairgrounds was via a twolane road.
Motoring through the Syracuse suburbs, I spied a champ car on an open trailer attached to a station wagon in a motel parking lot. It was
red and seemed to be hunkered down on its trailer like an animal waiting to spring at its prey. I was struck by how small this car was
compared to the stock cars that I had seen at the Brewerton and Oswego Speedways. This sighting so aroused me that by the time we
reached State Fair Boulevard, which already was backed up a couple of miles with traffic, I was in a state of hyper-excitement. After
what seemed an eternity, we arrived at the parking lot, made plans to meet at the car for supper and went to search out our separate
pleasures.
Dad and I went through the backstretch underpass and took up position in the infield on a grassy bank that was around 25 feet from the
track fence and near the exit of the second turn. Years later, I learned that this was not far from the spot where eleven spectators were
killed, on 9/16/11, when a car driven by Lee Oldfield crashed through the infield fence. From this vantage point, we had an excellent view
of the back straightaway and the midway, which was located outside of the track and stretched for nearly the length of the long straight.
The midway was a swirling mass of humanity, colorful carnival rides and gesturing barkers. Just to the left of us was a motorcycle thrill
show where people ascended an outside stairway to peer down into a cylindrical building at leather-clothed daredevils who rode Harleys
around and up the curved walls. The din of the unmuffled motorcycles was nearly deafening even at our distance.
Even though it was over an hour before the scheduled starting time, the crowd in the infield already was growing rapidly. I became afraid
that we would lose our choice spot on the bank and held our turf, resolutely, while dad went to get hot dogs from a concession stand.
This effort proved to be for naught as when the first car, eventually, appeared in turn two the crowd rushed up to occupy every inch of
the chain-link fence and completely blocked our view of the track. Fortunately, there was a small break in the wall of people adjacent
to a patch of muddy ground. I was able to maintain footing on a narrow strip of grass, between the mud hole and the fence, by holding
tight to the chain links while dad stood on the other side of the mud and looked over my head.
The first hot laps had a profound influence on the rest of my life. The distinctive sound of the Offenhauser engine and the bouquet of hot
castor oil were received by my senses and embedded in the “PERMANENT STORAGE, DO NOT ERASE” area of my cerebral cortex.
Added to these sensations was the sight of cars careening sideways out of turn two and then, directly in front of me, straightening out
and disappearing down the backstretch. It appeared that some deus ex machina was twisting the cars straight at the last instant before
their tails would have hit the outside wall. Across the way, at the motorcycle thrill show, spectators still lined the railing but were now
elbow-to-elbow facing towards the racetrack.
Don Freeland, in the No. 7 Bob Estes Spl., became my favorite to win the 100-lap race by virtue of his setting the fastest lap in time
trials (38.16 sec.). However, the initial lead was taken by outside pole-sitter Andy Linden (No. 45 Bardahl Spl.) with Tommy Hinnershitz
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(No. 57 Iddings Spl.) in close pursuit. On lap 12, Freeland moved to the front and appeared to have the race well in hand until mid-race.
Pulling in for a tire change, on lap 41, Mike Nazaruk (No. 73 McNamara Spl.) found that his brakes had failed and coasted on into the
first turn. As Mike’s car was pushed by in front of us, the field closed up on Freeland under the caution flag. Bob Sweikert (No. 17 Lutes
Truck Spl.) then charged into the lead, on lap 47, and held on to win at a record pace of 90.03 mph. Sweikert collected $3,750 from the
$15,000 purse for his day’s work. The announcer played on the fact that Sweikert had hired runner-up Freeland’s mechanic to tune his
car for this race.
In the evening, after our picnic supper, we did the midway and took in the motorcycle thrill show. The star of the show was a legless
rider who gunned his hand-controlled Harley nearly to the rim of the cylindrical track. It was exciting, but I found my eyes being drawn
to the view beyond the railing behind me. Looking down the darkened backstretch, my mind conjured up images of “big cars” barreling
flat-out towards the tight third turn.
The trip home was not accompanied by the foreboding that had pervaded me in previous years. As we rode through the darkness, my
thoughts were not focused on the expected trauma of two days hence but were racing a year into the future, to Labor Day 1955.        RL
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Editor’s note: This column is for folks to tell their stories about how fellow PCAers have helped them out of
a jam or just interacted in some way that reflects the PCA’s motto, “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
So, how about it?? Tell us your story and do it today!

Porsche People
The place:  Watkins Glen
The date:    2011, I think (though the date is not important)
The event: A PCA DE
I had prepped my 2006 Boxster–S prior to leaving the house. I double-checked the tires, brakes, oil, gas, and water, the Boxster being a
“water cooled” engine after all. The reservoir seemed a little bit low so I decided to top it off with a little bit of water.
The drive to the track was uneventful.  I may have seen triple digits a couple times but my memory isn’t clear on that, however, my
first run with the Red run group wasn’t quite as uneventful. The session itself was ok but when I pulled into the garage after the run the
cooling system puked coolant all over the garage floor. I spent a good part of the rest of the day trying to refill the cooling system with
water and learning from fellow PCAers how to “burp” the system to get the air out. In the afternoon I felt I had gotten all the air out and
headed out for another run. After about one lap the idiot lights went on and I watched the temperature gauge soar. I’m thinking (out loud),
“Holy shit, I gotta nurse this baby back to the garage!”  As I pulled off the track and into the parking area near the garages the engine
started to diesel, shut itself down, and then it emitted a loud pop from the rear trunk. The coolant reservoir had exploded!
I assumed that I was done for the day. Regardless, the engine was toast and I could not drive it home to Baldwinsville, 65 miles away.
What I really needed was to take it to the Porsche dealer but wasn’t sure how I was going to get it there. Word of my plight spread pretty
quickly and as soon as Bill Kohnke heard what was going on he came to me and said, without hesitation, “Take my truck and trailer.” I
said, “Are you kidding?” “No, of course not. Just bring it back ‘cause I gotta get my (track) car back home, too.” Bill helped me load my
Boxster onto his trailer and I was off.  I’m pretty sure Bill realized how stressed-out I was about damaging my engine. His allowing me
to use his truck and trailer not only solved my immediate problem, but his kindness really helped to lower my stress level. I’ve gotten
to know Bill much better since then and I realize that this is just the way he is. And it is guys like him that really make PCA great. He’s
always willing to lend a hand, a tool, A TRUCK & TRAILER, whatever! It’s guys like Bill that really make you realize that what they
say about PCA IS true… It’s not just the cars, It’s the people!
PS – Boxsters (and all newer Porsches) are liquid cooled, not WATER cooled. The coolant used is designed specifically for these engines.
It has a higher boiling point than water and doesn’t flash to steam inside your engine. That lesson cost me a new engine!                   RL
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Editor’s Note: The following is part 2 of a series written by long-time scribe, ex-newsletter
editor, and general bon vivant, John Hajny. If you have my memory, I suggest re-reading
part I in the last issue of “The Redline Report.”
The Continuum Part II by Redlineman– a.k.a. John Hajny
Change is Good, Donkey

I

n truth, it had been coming for a long while. Mired in another plateau. One very high in reach and with very steep grades all around,
mind you. A most worthy elevation, but stuck is stuck. To go up was fraught. To go down was unthinkable. It had come - change when the R-tires dispatched the first street-tired strata. Again when stiffer shocks and sways went on. A huge leap, affording a very
long ascent to the current plateau, came with the addition of real springs on full racing coilovers, this all transpiring over 20 odd years.
Slow learner, indeed. I would prefer it be known as measured. Too much mayhem ensues when one steps out of their rightful realm.
That’s the old soul talking.
Driving swiftly has always been a very internal process for me, both in its implementation and its enjoyment. I cannot say that there is
outward reward for it at all, like trophies or bench racing kudos. Nobody really notices. Only the other truly learned notice that mine
is a slow car going pretty quickly, thank you. And, I am not a thrill junky or overly interested in finding the limits of my mortality nor
in filching some more deserving soul’s rightful place on the Darwin Awards roster. That I was able to achieve all of this on my own
initiative, through my own mental instructing process, to my final speed realization, satisfies me. We professors of driving will be quick
to convey that one should always seek as much outside instruction as possible, as often as possible. Yet, there is reward in instructing
oneself to such heights as one can muster, until coming to the universal realization - being kind there on some folks behalf  - that you
care not to go farther; a point all of personal awareness do embrace.
Can you reach higher with proper instruction? No matter your interpersonal success, the answer is almost certainly yes. The pervious
realization relieves one of that conundrum. Understand that this trepidation of driving faster is in the corners, if that was not obvious.
That’s where the real driving is done. Going fast in a straight line only takes horsepower and a heavy foot. No relative skill required. You
do it once or twice, and there it is, then. I would hope for anyone’s sake that if they wrecked on a straightaway, that their car let them
down, or they ran out of talent in traffic... somehow.
I have always said that driving a slow car means that you hit the wall 10-20-30+ mph slower than your faster mates. Given the relatively
slow pace of my car now - stout cornering speeds notwithstanding - I’ve got lots of room to spare, I figure. I can go faster in the straights,
and still as fast in the corners. The only difference is in brake wear and gasoline burned. It will certainly yield new heights to conquer,
mostly in configuration of the car, if not in the driving of it. Yes, change has come. Not reaching up nor sliding back, but going sort of…  
sideways. What this is all leading up to is…  Engine Swap!
Change is hard for a traditional old school dude at times. You are to run the car you’ve got and make the most of it, but when that
has more or less been achieved the leap to change is confounding. Where and to what? Checkbook drivers just go buy a new toy. The
transplant railbirds would caw “LS6!” Not here. No, not happening. Too pedestrian. It’s been done, and old-souled renaissance men
don’t trod the path, they blaze it! If a V8 were to happen, it would come from a 928 or a Cayenne. I’m an all engine guy, so a turbo is
out. Anyone who has proudly flown the hackneyed translation of “Nicht Brauchen Keine Stinkenden Turbo” on their fenders for years
mustn’t go there. Neither S2 or 968 mill either, as that too has been done in plenty. Sideways to where?
I made that decision many years ago, really. Yes, it has been perking in my mind for some time, this change. What can I say but that I
chew through these mental meals slowly.  There is always the financial aspect to consider as well. It has to come cheap and require more
do-it-myself than open-my-wallet. Cheap, unique, doable. The thought that had landed quite quickly, those years ago, was Cayenne V6.
Perfect! Unique, quite a jump in power - from 147-twenty-plus-year-old horses to 250 from the 3.2, or a robust 300 from the later 3.6 and keeping it all Porsche, the fact that the Cayenne V6 is really a tweaked VW VR6 under the cover panel notwithstanding. Done, in
theory.
I’d never even seen a VR6 engine in person. They are not exactly rare, but not an everyday sight either. A scan of eBay reveals that
Cayenne 3.2s are turning for $2-3K and up, with over a 100k on them. Damn. That’s pricey to me, in a down economy, on a lark and a
leap. SSSSsssssssss. Back-o-mind simmer…  At length, a friend floats me a note that he’s going to the local U-Pullit yard to scrounge
some bits for his F150. Always a really fun enterprise going to this place. You never know what you will find there, be it in cars or levels
of… humanity. A scan of the import section, and there sits a very complete and fresh ’02 Audi A6 with a 3.0L V6. Really? Maybe?
Ummmm… fast forward a whole entire day, and I’m back there pulling it. Well, I usually chew slowly. Big mouthful, this. The question
now becomes, how do I make this work?
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I did some very basic reconnoitering beforehand regarding how tall & wide this prospective lump was, relative to the 944 engine bay. In
poking around the interweb, what vague and frankly dubious info I was able to find suggested that the VR6 mill was waaaaaay too tall
for the 944s low 24” crossmember-to-hood spacing. Damn. In the case of this Audi V6…  It would be close. Closer than close.
When you do any modifying of vehicles, especially installing components from other brands or even different eras of the same brand or,
in my case, most usually of my own design and manufacture for track cars, you may come to wonder how the engineers get all this stuff
to work together in the first place? Every single piece, even in a 30-year-old 944, requires the cooperation of all of its neighbors to fit
into the community. It is quite a feat, and one they’ve gotten down pretty darn well. What I’m looking at here is sizing up an engine that
is not only nearly 20 years newer and radically different in layout, but having come from a vehicle platform that is vastly different.
Modern cars tend to be of the “cab-forward” school of design, where all the mechanicals are shortened and crammed as far forward
as possible and the cabin is then stretched to fill that void. This offers you a larger passenger area within roughly the same wheelbase.
There are also a lot of other changes in layout concurrent with and resulting from that. No car represents this design paradigm in more
extreme execution than Audi. There is no room to do any work on these cars without moving the front cooling support assembly with all
its tenants into what they refer to as “service position.” It’s not quite 911 silly, but pretty close. You can at least see most everything, if
not quite access some of it. Consider, too, that Audi uses 4-wheel drive on all its cars and what that means for driveline layout is further
complication vis-à-vis sliding their stuff into any other realm.
The 944 is very much a chassis designed around its driveline, like all cars, in truth. Everything is configured to fit around that engine.
The firewall, dash, electrical, braking and heating systems are even offset and arranged around it, being canted over at an angle. With all
the driveline out back, the front is rather simplified in that regard. The layout of the Audi longitudinal engine cars is such that the output
shafts of the engine-mounted transmission are perfectly in line with the suspension. Just like any rear drive Porsche, except the front
wheels are being driven. Think about that. Even though the final drive assemblies are at the front of these gearboxes, that is a lot of stuff
shoved forward and hanging afore the front axle line. As a result, lots of stuff is in different places on these cars.
You might start making a general mental list of things that have to be connected for any of this to work, that list including engine
mounting, intake, exhaust, electrical, cooling, etc.. None of it is easy, but the most vexing and difficult aspect of this swap is the steering,
which you (or I) might not have anticipated. In this case, a 944 is a good old fashioned front steer car, in that the steering rack is in front
of the crossmember, the oil sump behind, and all other components designed around that. This is what makes the Chevy V8 swaps so
attractive, because they use a like, old school, long nose philosophy.
The Audi V6 engines have their very wide oil sump projecting out in front of the engine itself. Think again, and imagine me staring at
this thing - engine sitting in the bay of a 944 chassis - trying to envision how stuff is going to work. I didn’t even have a crossmember
in the chassis yet. The engine was just hanging on a chain from above. The answer to the question, “how do you put a front steer rack
where a rear steer engine’s oil sump sits?” is that you don’t. You can’t. The notch in the sump where a rack might project through (in
this case it is where the rear beam of the Audi’s “k-frame” sits) is at the back of this engine, not the front. The steering rack on an Audi
sedan mounts way back on the firewall, well up at seated occupant knee height. The spindles are configured with very high and rearward
projecting steering arms, totally unlike the 944s, which are low and to the front.  ???
Many, many moments spent staring at this thing, fitting this, setting that in place, looking some more. Some aspects were falling into
place, but others remained a conundrum. The Audi engine is at the same time extremely compact in length – far shorter than the 944
– and also extremely wide. It fit within the 944 shock towers with a scant inch to spare at either cam cover, and yet there was nearly
two feet of room between the radiator and front pulleys, and well over one foot of distance between the back of the block and the 944
torque tube flange. If it were not for the cam drive gears sticking out a further few inches to the sides, and not allowing the engine to
back any farther, I had enough room to stick two of these engines end to end and make it a Twin Six! Yet, as tight as it was side to side,
underneath the heads on the exhaust side, there was a ton of room for the custom exhaust that would be necessary. On the other hand,
the massive 944 brake booster and master cylinder assembly would never make it in this mix, and there was still that danged steering.
Back and forth, give and take.
The rack had to go in the back… somewhere, but what to connect it to for spindles? Search… Some aftermarket Wilwood components
might offer a solution, but that meant new spindles, calipers, rotors, pads… everything. Cha-ching! I even had the sudden flash of
brilliance to keep the 944 spindles and simply swap them side-to-side, placing the steering arm at the rear, but that then placed the ball
joint behind the spindle, instead of ahead of it. A quick study of steering geometry, and most specifically caster, will see you clear of this
folly. No matter, as I reasoned that I could concoct yet another custom part with a pin that would nest in the existing ball joint pin clamp,
and also incorporate a new pin clamp lower and crucially forward of the spindle again. Got all that?
All this conjuring is enough to make your head explode, and with so many systems to resolve all at once? Sometimes it is very helpful to
clear the fog and see again how things were originally arranged, and further, to see how these and other makes and models have solved
similar problems. Could I cadge bits from other cars to solve some or all of this? There’s no better place for this kind of mad scientist
tech than from whence it all sprang; the bone yard, with its limitless supply of examples fairly awaiting your inspection and dissection.
Not that an excuse is ever needed, but in this case, it was a mission.
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It’s a month on from the original harvest. There the original donor A6 sits still, if only for a short while before it is removed from its
uneasy repose, and crushed into oblivion forever. Many new vehicles have been placed since, and one always has to take inventory; a
Vanden Plas Jag, with its weathered leather and splitting wood trim. How sad. A big Merc that is totally roached. I’ve seen numerous
944s in the last couple of years, from which I’ve benefitted, and even two very complete early 2-liter 924s. As wretched a car as they
were, I had to look, and had a hard time not wanting to harvest them for their irreplaceable gems. They don’t make CIS units anymore,
eh, and these are complete! Countless other mundane modes of transport are passed by.
All the while, you are very secretly hoping for that rare gem that screams “take me home.” VW placed into some very few Passat
Synchros the very rare W8; two banks of VR’ed 4 cylinders. Would that not make an outrageous conversion? Yet, in four production
years, only about 10,000 of these saw the light of day world-wide, so the chances are beyond slight. There’s a Golf, and an old Jetta,
another couple of Passats with 2.8V6s, a Golf TDI, and there are three fresh Audi A4s right in a row, two with 2.8V6s and standard shifts
and one later 1.8T. Heck, another later A4 with a 20V turbo and three more Golfs with 2.0 fours and standard shifts. Lots of German
coming in lately. All mentally inventoried for reference.
Another few rows further toward the end and from the rear there’s a fresh MkIV Jetta wagon, an ’02, looking pretty complete. Hasn’t
been set long enough to have been ravaged, yet. Just a normal kid-hauling, mall-cruising wagon, doubtless. Striding up alongside to
have a peek at another plebian engine, hood graciously already propped open.       Muh… Zoinks… Heilige Scheiße… it’s a VR6!
Of course I had to have it.
          RL
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Mike’s 2016 Visit to the 24 Hours at Daytona in Photos

Finishing 3rd in class, a 911 RSR IMSA
car #911, driven by Bamber, Makowlecki,
and Christensen. Photo courtesy of
Mike Ballog.

It may not be a real Martini & Rossi, but
close enough and it’s for sale in the infield.
Photo courtesy of Mike Ballog.

Seen in the PCA Paddock is a member’s
550 wannabe that I wanna own. Photo
courtesy of Mike Ballog.
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Rubens Barrichello being interviewed
in the garaages before the race. Photo
courtesy of Mike Ballog.

Our favorite celebrity driver, Sabine Schmitz, “The
Queen of the ‘Ring,” with the Sage of Hapursville,
Lucas Alapeck. Photo courtesy of Mike Ballog.
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Zone 1 and National News & Views
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Die 2016 CNY, Zone 1, & PCA Kalender
   MARCH
19
APRIL

   MAY

   JUNE

   JULY

Mitch’s CNY Tech Session at Mitch VanNordstrand’s garage   DeRuyter, NY

2
2-3
16
17
23

Annual CNY Charity Auction & Dinner - Springside Inn  Auburn, NY
Syracuse Motorama (See ad and sign-up sheet in this issue)
Annual Hershey Porsche Swap Meet
Opening Day at Watkings Glen International
John Hajny’s Tech Session  (TBD)

7
13-15
20-22
30-31

Annual CNY Cobweb Concours at Porsche of Syracuse
Zone 1 Concours and Rally -  Holiday Inn  Westbury NY
Zone 1 48-Hours Driver Ed Event
Annual Niagara Region Driver Ed Event at Watkins Glen

2-5  
8-9
9
19-26

Zone 1 Porsche Clash at the Glen
Niagara Region Advanced Driver Ed Event at Watkins Glen
Eurocar Show in Cazenovia, NY  (See entry form on page 33 of this issue)
Porsche Parade at Jay Peak, Vermont

9
11-12

1000 Islands Concours d’Elegance Classic Car Show - Clayton, NY  (Contact: Chris Dembs  315-415-9656)
Niagara Region Advanced Driver Ed Event at Pitt Race in Pittsburgh, PA

   AUGUST
6
13
17-18
25-28

Oktoberfest in Central New York   Syracuse, NY
CNY Family Picnic
Niagara Region & BMW-CCA Advanced Driver Ed Event at Watkins Glen
Vintage Festival and Races at Watkins Glen

   SEPTEMBER
30- October 2
   OCTOBER
3-5

Zone 1 Annual  BBQ at The Gideon Putnam in Saratoga Springs, NY

Niagara Region Driver Ed Event at Watkins Glen

   NOVEMBER
12
Annual CNY Business and Awards Meeting (TBD)
   DECEMBER
17

		

Annual CNY Holiday Party (TBD)
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2016 CNY PCA Annual Charity Dinner and Auction
Our club’s highlight for the social calendar has always been a dinner and auction, which is the primary fundraiser for the charity
we support each year. The charity we are supporting for 2016-2017 is Hope House in Utica, NY, hopehouseutica.com, a non-profit
organization established in 1990. The home is for the hungry and homeless people in the Utica area, a place to have a meal and be safe
off the streets. As a club we will be able to volunteer for a meal, a day or whatever volunteer activities they may have for us.
The details of this year’s dinner and auction are as follows:
When:   Saturday, April 2, 2016
Cocktails, & Auction preview 6:00 – 7:00pm
Seated Dinner
      7:00 – 8:00pm
Auction 		
8:00 - 10:00pm
Where:  Springside Inn, Owasco Lake
6141 West Lake Road
Route 38 South
Auburn, NY 13021
Cost:

$35 per person
Cash Bar

Meal Choices: (all include garden salad with house dressing, rolls/butter, dessert, coffee/tea)
1.
Roast sirloin of beef served with mushroom sauce, mashed potatoes and asparagus
2.
Chicken Cordon Bleu served with rice pilaf and asparagus
3.
Roasted salmon finished in a cucumber dill cream sauce served with rice pilaf and asparagus
Please bring:  One or more items of value to be auctioned off to fellow PCA members for the benefit of Hope House in Utica, NY.  Items
may be new or used. Crafts and gift certificates are welcome.
Lodging (should you choose not to drive home after the banquet):
The Holiday Inn at 75 North Street in Auburn is offering discounted rooms for the night of April 2 with a free breakfast. A standard room
is $109.00 plus 13% taxes and a king room is $119.00 plus taxes. Call the Holiday Inn before 3/25/16 at 315- 253-4531 and tell them
you are part of the CNY Porsche Club reserve code “POR” to obtain the special rates.
Please email charity chairperson Jeannette Rockdashil at jdrjhr@yahoo.com with your reservation and your meal choice(s). She can also
be reached at 315-806-9410.
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The Redline Market
FOR SALE: Set of four, 7J x 15 H2 Al Alloy “Cookie-Cutter” Wheels (Part No. 911.361.023.54R) made by ATS for ‘78 to ‘83 911.  
Wheels true. Will need re-finishing.  Asking $400, which includes black Porsche Crest Wheel Centers in good shape.  Bill Kritzler,
Marcy, NY  315-736-1928 or jandb911s@gmail.com Photo on request. (2/2)
FOR SALE: 2000 AC Cobra Spec Racer.  1 of 10 Factory Five Racers being converted to street legal.  Imagine your Porsche garaged
with this beast--Fly yellow, 302 roadster, 2200lbs, 347 stroker engine, 440hp, tremec 5 speed.  Cures mid life crisis and weak heart beat.  
PCA member- Dana Hart, cell: 315 396 6360 or dbhart@utica.edu. Thank you (1/4)

From the archives, CNY founding members Margie, Clarence and Dorothy
Rutbell and their 1954 Porsche 356 Continental Coupe.
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